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Abstract

Handedness is a strong preference to use either

the right or the left hand when performing

skilled manual actions. Past MRI-based

methodology studies have linked this ability to

underlying functional and structural motor

control, giving insight to new

neurorehabilitation therapies. Transcranial

Direct Current Stimulation (TDCS) is a well-

known clinical technique which has proved to

be of growing interest for applications in

neuromodulation. The aim of the current study

is to examine the effects of applying

subthreshold TDCS to the contralateral

hemisphere of the dominant paw in mice.

Anode (first) stimulated animals showed

significant reduction in paw preference, while

cathode (first) stimulated animals showed

strong reversal of paw preference. Preliminary

data shows change in mice with left paw

preference, and mice with Internal capsule

injury
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Continuing to expand the sample size to include more

ICI mice to replicate data trends will be essential moving

forward. This will allow us to conduct further statistical

analysis. Also, using more injured mouse models (stroke,

spinal cord injury, etc.) would give a deeper insight into

clinical applications.

Many differences in dominant hand movements were seen

when comparing experimental trials with the mouse movements of

the control trials for each setup (cathode or anode first).

Anode (first) stimulated animals with a right paw preference 

showed significant reduction in paw preference while stimulated. 

The Same group of animals showed left paw preference when 

stimulated with cathode TDCS, post anode stimulation. cathode 

(first) stimulated animals with right paw preference showed strong 

left paw preference with cathode stimulation. The Same group of 

animals showed reduction in preference –however remained left 

preference- when stimulated with anode in a follow-up session. In 

summary, anode reduces paw preference and cathode caused shift 

of preference from right to left paw. Moreover, anode TDCS tends 

to drive the animal toward no preference between the two paws, 

and cathode TDCS tends to cause reversal of preference from right 

to left paw. There was also an effect of the first polarity stimulation 

on the effect of the succeeding polarity stimulation. In animals 

with left paw preference, Anode slightly strengthened left paw 

preference, but cathode reversed preference from right to left paw. 

An animal with internal capsule injury was also stimulated, 

showing reversal of paw use from left (baseline) to right during 

anode TDCS, and cathode caused equal use between the two 

paws.

Although, the collection of this data coincides with the 

hypothesis that TDCS is capable of modulating paw preference in 

CD—1 mice. There is still much to be said if these trends will be 

replicated as the sample size continued to grow. This study has not 

yet linked these neural manipulations to any specific neurological 

disorder or syndrome, However, insight into this concept could 

open the door for new stroke rehabilitation treatments such has 

pushers syndrome and other neurological dysfunctions that are the 

result of a stroke. Specifically, these primary results show potential 

for improving the use of limbs contralateral to the injury such as in 

patients with stroke.

Figure 1. Left cortical sensorimotor transcranial direct current stimulation caused polarity-dependent shift in paw 

preference. All experiments were performed in mice with right paw preference at baseline (pre- and post- surgery). 

A. Anode (first) stimulated animals showed significant reduction in paw preference. The Same group of animals 

showed left paw preference when stimulated with cathode TDCS. B. cathode (first) stimulated animals showed 

strong left paw preference. The Same group of animals showed reduction in preference –however remained left 

preference- when stimulated with anode in a follow-up session. In summary, anode reduce paw preference and 

cathode caused shift of preference from right to left paw. Right, right preference; no, no preference; left, left 

preference. *p<0.02, data shown as means ± S.E.M

preference was initially determined using the “Cylinder Test” on basis of four parameters: 

*All mice

found to be

right paw

dominant

Non-invasive surgery was performed to attach a stabilizing

hub to the left hemisphere of motor cortex (48-78 hrs.

recovery) Figure 5. A.) Shows how each

mouse looked after undergoing the

non-invasive hub application/

stabilization surgery. The hub is

stabilized over the left motor cortex

with one surgical nail as well as

resin. B.) Depicts a landmark of the

left motor cortex, the location on

the cranium in which the hub was

attached during surgery.

 

 

Figure 3. The dominant paw is 

determined by identifying which paw 

was placed in the higher position once 

the mouse briefly pauses 

Figure 2. The dominant paw was 

determined by identifying the paw 

that touched the cylinder first 

Figure 4. The dominant paw was 

determined by identifying the paw 

that touched the floor first 

Figure 1. The dominant paw was 

determined by identified by the paw 

that left the floor first 

The initial determination of paw preference was then followed

by:

No Stimulation — electrodes connected; no current

24-48 hrs. recovery

Cathode Stimulation — 0.1 mA current

24-48 hrs. recovery

Anode Stimulation — 0.1 mA current

Figure 3. Effect of TDCS on individual paw preference parameters. A. Anode-first group 

(n=8) showing reduction of paw preference during anode TDCS in all individual 

parameters. During cathode TDCS the first two parameters (first-leave and first touch) 

were returned to baseline and  the second two parameters (highest and first land) were 

reversed from right to left paw preference. B. Cathode –first group (n =6) showing reversal 

of preference in all parameters with significant reversal in the highest paw scores. During 

anode TDCS , there was reduction in the left paw preference compared to during cathode 

TDCS, however, highest paw score maintained its significance.  These results indicate that 

anode TDCS tends to drive the animal toward no preference between the two paws, and 

cathode TDCS tends to cause  reversal of preference from right to left paw. There was also 

an effect of the first polarity stimulation on the effect of the succeeding polarity 

stimulation. 

Figure 2. Effects of left sensorimotor cortex stimulation on paw preference in healthy animals 

with left paw preference and paw use in animals with internal capsule injury (ICI). A. Healthy 

animals (n=2) with left paw preference: Anode slightly strengthened left paw preference but 

cathode reversed preference from right to left paw. B. An animal with ICI showing reversal of 

paw use from left (baseline) to right during anode TDCS, and cathode caused equal use between 

the two paws. Note ICI was induced in the left side of the brain. This primary results show 

potential in improving the use of limbs contralateral to the injury such as in patients with stroke.  
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